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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

When I decided to pursue a undergraduate thesis in Philosophy, I knew I wanted 

to write on something personal. After my thesis director, Dr. Mahaffey introduced me to 

Bitch Planet, I knew I wanted to write on the systematic subjugation of women. The 

vibrant colors and rich story of the comic helped highlight the modes of oppression that 

limit the agency of women. In this thesis, I argue that psychological oppression 

contributes to the women's’ experiences on Bitch Planet. First, I will provide background 

information on Bitch Planet and its characters. Then, I will breakdown Bartky’s three 

categories of psychological oppression: stereotyping, cultural dominance, and sexual 

objectification. Finally, I will show how these modes are present in Bitch Planet and its 

implications on the women’s experiences.  

Bitch Planet is a dystopian satire taking place in a futuristic universe dominated 

by men. Women, who are deemed as ‘non-compliant’, are exiled to another planet called 

the Auxiliary Compliance Outpost dubbed ‘Bitch Planet’. The comic series has spanned 

three volumes including a Triple Feature, an anthology series with guest contributors 

which complies various stories that show how life continues outside of the Auxiliary 

Outpost. Writer Kelly Sue Deconnick and artist Valentine De Landro create this 

intergalactic “horrorscape” which navigates through issues such as systemic racism, 

oppression, incarceration, and LGBTQ+ issues. Kelly Sue Deconnick is an esteemed 

graphic novelist who has written Captain Marvel and Pretty Deadly, two other female-

led comics. The Bitch Planet series achieved critical acclaim for its diverse representation 

and has amassed a cult following of fans (NPR, 2015) 
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The comic follows multiple accounts of the various women who are imprisoned  

as well as their stories of how they ended up on Bitch Planet. In the Bitch Planet universe 

The Council of Fathers, a group of men who are the political leaders, have ultimate 

political and social control. The Fathers have a guiding hand in political matters and the 

ways that women must act and present themselves. Women who are deemed as 

“noncompliant” (NC) are sent to Bitch Planet where they spend the rest of their lives 

imprisoned, and are forced to play an arena sport for the entertainment of the Fathers. 

The “crimes’ that women can be exiled to Bitch Planet for can include: gluttony, fetal 

murder, marital neglect, wanton obesity, and insubordination to husbands.  

Authors Deconnick and De Landro depict women with different backgrounds and 

various body types. The main characters in the story are women and gender non-

conforming persons of color. The symbolism in the text is intentional, the pink text 

bubbles and holograms symbolize the idealized white femininity. The artwork doesn’t 

shy away from displaying female nudity. Despite the fact that nudity is prevalent in the 

text, the bodies are not objectified and the characters in the story are multidimensional. 

Deconnick and De Landro draw on inspiration from the “women in prison” movies and 

exploitation films of the past (NPR, 2015), surveying them in a contemporary feminist 

lens. The majority of the characters in Bitch Planet are women of color, which coincides 

with the fact that the majority of imprisoned women are minorities. In the experiences of 

the women on Bitch Planet, we are able to see the power dynamics of the prison as the 

women continue to struggle against the oppressive force that is the Fathers.  
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Sandra Bartky explores psychological oppression to shed a light on the 

complexity of the concept of oppression (41). As Bartky puts it, "to be psychologically 

oppressed is to be caught in the double bind of society which both affirms my human 

status and at the same times bars me from the exercise of many of those typically human 

functions that bestow this status" (43). The negative consequences of stereotyping, 

cultural domination, and sexual objectification result in persons who are denied the 

autonomous ability to fully participate in society. It creates a system in which the 

oppressor and the oppressed doubt the capacity of the oppressed (41). This teaches the 

oppressed to become their own oppressors.  

Stereotypes limit autonomy, as autonomy is not a feminine trait. Oppressed 

persons, lacking an independent alternative culture, assume the dominant culture which is 

inherently racist and misogynist. Sexual objectification separates the human and the body 

fragmenting them from the "essential attributes of personhood" (42). Mystification is 

present in all three of these modes of oppression, obscuring reality and normalizing the 

oppression.  The modes of oppression are the ways in which the messages of inferiority 

are delivered to those who are in an inferior position in society. (42)  

In this philosophical analysis, I will be focusing on three characters: Penelope 

Rolle, Kamau Kogo, and Miss Whitney in order to show the power structures at play in 

Bitch Planet and how they shape the stories of these women.  
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CHAPTER 2: CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS 

“Earth is the Father. And your Father has cast you out” (DeConnick & De Landro, 

2015). 

This narration is the only thing heard as the women, beyond correction or 

castigation, travel to Bitch Planet. Their sins are listed: gluttony, pride, weakness, and 

wickedness. Their naked bodies float in sacs attached to breathing tube. Amongst them, 

three murderers and a volunteer, their identities aren’t revealed. Large pink female 

presenting holographic images direct the prisoners through the intake process. Out of the 

countless women entering we are introduced to the main characters: Penelope Rolle and 

Kamau Kogo (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). 

Kamau “Kam” Kogo stands tall donning a large afro which highlights her strong 

facial features, her presence is similar to popular film character Foxy Brown (see Figure 

1). We are first introduced to Kamau through her desire to protect the hysterical Marian, 

a prisoner who has been exiled due to her reaction to her husband's extramarital affair 

(DeConnick & De Landro, 2015).  Later in the story, it is revealed that Kam is the one 

who volunteered to go to the Auxiliary Compliance Outpost in order to search for her 

transgender sister who was previously imprisoned (DeConnick & De Landro, 2017). 

Kamau has a righteous personality and tries to protect her fellow prisoners.  
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Figure 1: Kamau stands with knife after defending Marian. 

Due to her superior strength and athletic history, Kam immediately grabs the 

attention of the Fathers and guards. After being framed for the death of an inmate, Kam is 

given a deal where she must organize a Duemila league (the national sport) and battle 

against male guards in an event that would be broadcast to all citizens (DeConnick & De 

Landro, 2015)        
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Figure 2: Penny questions the size of her uniform. 

Penelope “Penny” Rolle is the next main character that is revealed. Penny Rolle 

opens Issue Three of Bitch Planet with the words, “I can’t see you but I can feel you… 

judging me” (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). Her big introduction is similar to her 

personality. Her hair falls to her shoulders in curly ringlets, with the right side of her head 

shaven. Penny stands tall and large, with a “Born Big” tattoo proudly on her arm. She is 

first seen in a head-on challenge with the guards when she is given a uniform that is too 

small. “Where am I supposed to fit my other tit?”, she says striking the guard with a 

powerful punch (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). Penny is proud of her body and 

doesn’t conform to the beauty standards placed by the Fathers.  

 Penny doesn’t stray away from helping prisoners in compromising situations. 

Due to her strength and size, she is recognized as a key player after she is chosen by Kam 

to participate in the Duemila league. Penelope was sent to Bitch Planet for citations of 

“insubordination, assault, repeated citations for aesthetic offensive, capillary 
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disfigurement and wanton obesity” (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). Currently age 22, 

Penny was taken from her home when she was young and raised by the state. Even as a 

ward of the state, Penny did not bend to the system and even challenged the Father 

directly to their faces (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015).  

Whitney is originally introduced as a special operative for the Auxiliary 

Compliance Outpost. Whitney negotiates on behalf of the Fathers with Kamau in order to 

get her to agree to start a Duemila league (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). Whitney’s 

looks are typical of a “Southern Belle”, blonde and slim, with hair that is pulled back into 

a bun (see Figure 3). She wears a confident smile as she does the biddings of the Fathers. 

Following the death of an important inmate, Whitney takes the fall and as a result 

becomes a prisoner on the Auxiliary Compliance Outpost.  

 

Figure 3: Whitney, in non-compliant uniform, picks an item from the ground 

As a former guard, Whitney holds many of the ideals of the Fathers. She is quick 

to call the guards when something wrong occurs and takes the side of the guards 
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(DeConnick & De Landro, 2017). She experiences difficulty adjusting to the lack of 

power that she receives as an inmate.  

Kam, Whitney, and Penny will be discussed in further detail in the analysis of the 

text. Their stories provide insight on how psychological oppression works . Sexual 

objectification, cultural domination, and stereotyping are seen in each of their lives.  
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CHAPTER 3: PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK 

In order to look at Bitch Planet from a philosophical lens, we must first look to 

the works of Sandra Bartky on oppression. The women of Bitch Planet are in a prison, 

therefore, it is easier to see how their autonomy is directly restricted. However, this 

“prison” can be seen in everyday life. Looking at Bartky’s “On Psychological 

Oppression” can reveal the external and internal factors that systematically oppress 

women. In "On Psychological Oppression" Bartky revealed the ways in which the 

psychological effects of sexism are similar to that of racism and colonialism. Her work is 

based on Black Skin, White Masks by Frantz Fanon who originally penned his theory 

based on psychological oppression and colonization. Fanon wrote on the internalized 

inferiority of Blacks living in a White society. His work is considered one of the 

cornerstones of work examining race, identity, and social power. However in Black Skin, 

White Masks, the experiences of women are largely erased, and women are only defined 

in their “sexual relationships with men” (Bergner, 1995). Bartky shows how much more 

complex this “internalized inferiority” is when gender is taken into account. Throughout 

the text, Bartky draws parallels between racism and sexism in an effort to show that 

women are psychologically oppressed in a similar way that Black people are.  

Bartky notes two ways in which stereotypes are psychologically oppressive and 

harmful, (1) they can lead of a neglect of individuality by preventing others from 

recognizing the agent’s personal needs and rights, and (2) it can also lead to an 

internalization of stereotypes (1990, p. 35). This is because a person who holds 

prejudiced views would be fundamentally ignorant of the needs of an individual in that 
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group. This can undermine self-actualization and in turn threatens autonomy, with 

thinking like “if everyone believes a stereotype about me, should I believe it too?” The 

agent in this case in unable to properly identify their own needs or define themselves 

outside of the stereotype (Bartky, 1990). Fragmentation is the “splitting of whole person 

into parts”, simply put when a “fragment” of a person is used for a whole identity 

(Bartky, 1990). In terms of stereotyping, fragmentation is the separation of between the 

“true” self or the “alternate” or false self. Stereotyping causes the alternate self to become 

more salient than the true. Simply put, the agent would have difficulty discerning 

between the true or alternate self . This undermines an agents complexity, as they are no 

longer all of the things that makes them an individual. Within the individual this could 

cause them to be at war with who they actually are and what society expects them to be. 

Common stereotypes are used to keep women in their "place", restricting women 

to only be able to assume roles that are traditionally female. Bartky describes this as 

"psychological conditioning", teaching women "not to pursue the kind of autonomous 

development" (Bartky, 1990, p.36), a "masculine" trait. She goes on to prove that 

traditional female stereotypes coincide with female roles and jobs which in a way shows 

how women are socialized (Bartky, 1990, p. 36). This deprives women of autonomy 

because women cannot act contrary to the stereotype without no longer being seen a 

woman. “Autonomous development” (Bartky, 1990, p. 37) is now a masculine trait. 

Stereotypes affect minority groups differently, with Black women seen as overly sexual 

and ‘angry’. These negative stereotypes work to control the image of black women, 

fragmenting them into pieces that make it easier to subjugate. For if black women are 
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nothing but jezebels, welfare queens, and mammies (Collins, 1992, p. 271) they aren't 

women. Especially not women worth being valued. The years of psychological 

conditioning at the hands of white supremacy also worked in order to eliminate the value 

of black womanhood.  

As Patricia Hill Collins states, “The significance of the hegemonic domain of 

power lies in its ability to shape consciousness via the manipulation of ideas, images, 

symbols, and ideologies” (1992).  Negative symbols and stereotypes especially in popular 

culture work to legitimize the overall disenfranchisement of Black women. The belief in 

negative stereotypes becomes a prejudice which leads to discrimination. As Melissa 

Harris Perry stresses in Sister Citizen, the assumptions about black women shape their 

social world and space they are able to occupy (2011). Black women must accommodate 

or resist “in an effort to preserve their most authentic selves and secure recognition as 

citizens” (Perry, 2011, p. 5).  Applying Bartky’s theory, black women must either accept 

the stereotypes as  true which would undermine their complexity or resist the stereotype 

and risk being alienated. Stereotypes also make it difficult for black woman to navigate 

social and professional landscapes. Negative stereotypes surrounding black women leave 

them at a crossroad where they are unable to report erasure out of fear of being perceived 

as “loud” and “angry”. This trope commonly called the Sapphire based on a character 

from a radio show in the 1930s (Harris-Perry, 2011). 

The trope of the Black woman as Sapphire is not reality but rather a 

representation of White man's perception of what it means to be a Black woman. These 

images impact not only how black women are perceived but in turn how they perceive 
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themselves (Bartky, 1990). Having one-dimensional representations similar to the 

Sapphire character can influence how Black women are perceived. The image is 

produced and reinforced through racist hegemonic systems that black women have no 

access to.  

Cultural domination is what occurs when the degraded view of a group seeps into 

all areas in the "general life of our people." (Bartky, 1990, p. 37) In art, literature, popular 

culture and other institutions women are regarded as inferior. Women’s work is still not 

held to the same standard as men, and thus are not as highly regarded. Culture 

domination becomes so intrinsic in society that to many, it is seen as “the ways things are 

supposed to be.” This process is defined as mystification, or the “then he systematic 

obscuring of agency and reality” (Bartky, 1990, p. 23).   

Patricia Hill Collins elaborated on this idea of mystification in Black Feminist 

Thought.  

“To maintain their power, dominant groups create and maintain a popular system 

of “commonsense” ideas that support their right to rule. In the United States, hegemonic 

ideologies concerning race, class, gender, sexuality, and nation are often so pervasive that 

it is difficult to conceptualize alternatives to them, let alone ways of resisting the social 

practices that they justify” (1992).  

As Bartky stresses, Western women have no recollection of a time when they 

weren’t “subjugated and ruled” (1990, 37). Women, lacking an independent or alternative 

culture, assume the culture of men, which is inherently sexist. Women relate to men of 
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their same culture, even if they are oppressive, compared to women of another culture 

which makes it difficult for women globally to join forces (Bartky, 1990, p. 37). 

Bartky notes that the consequence of not participating in this culture that actively 

subjugates women is alienation or exclusion (1990, 38). Fragmentation occurs, where it is 

either assimilate to the “false” or alternate representation of what women should be or be 

excluded from the group. She expresses the unique position of women of color, where 

“the dominant culture subject is not only male, but white so their cultural alienation is 

doubled” (Bartky, 1990, p. 38). Black women’s complex identity has often been 

described as “double jeopardy”- being black and female (Beale, 1970). This term coined 

by Frances Beal speaks on the challenge that arises for Black women when navigating the 

interactive oppressions that come with blackness and womanhood. In this case, women 

would feel like “part” of a culture but not full participants in it unwilling to submit to 

cultural motifs that are inherently “masculinist and racists” (Bartky, 1990, p. 38). 

Standards of beauty are influenced by the dominant culture, leaving Black woman to 

either assimilate or be rendered undesirable. As the ideologies of the dominant culture 

seep into every area of “general life” to the point where occupying space as a black 

woman is counter-culture.  

Stereotypes and negative images stem from hegemonic racist and misogynistic 

ideologies rendering the needs of black women invisible. Issues in which black women 

experience higher rates (compared to white woman): poverty, cancer, infant 

underemployment, and housing are not addressed properly (Harris-Perry, 2011). Collins’ 

matrix of domination is “an analysis claiming that systems of race, social class, gender, 
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sexuality, ethnicity, nation, and age form mutually constructing features of social 

organization, which shape Black women’s experiences and, in turn, are shaped by Black 

women” (1992). The issues that black women face show that in virtually every aspect of 

life is affected by the way these systems intersect. This matrix of domination is upheld by 

the overall dominant systems of power in society (Collins, 1992). 

 Jim Crow laws show evidence for how racism became part of the culture of the 

United States. Jim Crow is  an example of the systematic and social devaluation of Black 

people. Supported by many eugenicists, politicians and academics at the time the 

implementation of Jim Crow laws legitimized the belief that Blacks were inherently 

inferior to whites.  

Bartky defines sexual objectification as “when one’s sexual parts or sexual 

functions are separated out from the rest of their personality and reduced to the status of 

mere instruments or else regarded as if they were capable of representing them” (1990, p. 

38). This process is oppressive as women then begin to be sexualized when women are 

habitually perceived as sexual objections, no matter the environment or age. This occurs 

independently of the desires of the agent, without their consent or their needs being taken 

into account (Bartky, 1990, p. 39). Bartky offers two examples of sexual objectification. 

In the first, a woman is at a job interview where the male interviewer is staring at her 

breasts. Here, a part of a woman, her breasts, is the center of attention and the woman is 

seen as a sexual object rather than a candidate for a position at a university. Not only is 

this embarrassing, but it also shows a man exerting his privilege or dominance. He treats 

her like an object, putting her agency or wants to the side for his own enjoyment (Bartky, 
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1990, p. 38) Bartky also speaks on catcalling and the assertion of male dominance. In 

catcalling, the woman is reduced to a fragmented perception, a “nice piece of ass” 

(Bartky, 1990, p. 38-39). 

Often within sexual objectification, mystification is present. When this occurs the 

oppression isn’t seen anymore, and it instead is accepted as the way that things are, 

similar to that of cultural domination. As compulsive sexualization becomes the norm or 

routine. It becomes the duty of the “object” women to make themselves more attractive 

(Bartky, 1990, 41). Worth is put into physical appearance, creating an “imitations of 

inferiority” and culture in which women are preoccupied with their looks. Images of ideal 

female beauty. This obsession with Eurocentric standards of beauty has created a 

multibillion dollar dieting industry. Women are taught in order to fully be self-satisfied 

they must conform to what men deem as attractive. Attractiveness becomes a prerequisite 

of femininity. “Girl talk” is littered with comments doting on the size of thighs and diet 

tips. Magazines are filled with ways to ‘Lose Ten Pounds in Fourteen Days’ and ‘Tips on 

Keeping Your Man Interested.’ Women are believed to have no value until they are seen 

as desirable by men (Bartky, 1990, 39). These efforts are largely in futile as the bodies 

are deficient to begin with, the body will never be sufficient and “stands forever in need 

of plucking or painting, of slimming down or fattening up, of firming, or flattening” 

(Bartky, 1990, 41). 

The history of hypersexualizing black female bodies has roots in colonialism 

(Collins, 1992). This stems from stereotypes that view black women as overly sexual 

beings which was used to justify sexual violence against enslaved women. The 
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emancipation of slaves did not end the objectification of the black female body. The 

power dynamics (economic and social) left many Black woman vulnerable to sexual 

exploitation (Collins 1992). The jezebel stereotype which saw black woman as “freaks” 

with large sexual appetites continued to justify this abuse (Collins, 1992). As Melissa 

Harris-Perry quotes from historian E. France White, “The rape of black women was no 

crime at all” (2011, pg. 57).  This depreciated view of black female sexuality still shapes 

how women are seen today even in African American communities. Harris-Perry 

provides an example of the Anita Hill and her sexual harassment allegations against then 

nominee for the Supreme Court. The hours of questioning attempted to paint Hill as a 

seductress and much of the black community suggested that she “had something to 

provoke or encourage the harassment”. The sexualized view of black female bodies and 

the myth of promiscuity work together to limit the agency of black women and halt their 

pursuit of justice in cases of harassment or assault.  

Bell Hooks provides an additional view of sexual desire, white supremacy and 

Otherness in “Eating the Other”. She recounts of a day during her time at Yale in which 

she  overheard a conversation between a group young white men who expressed their 

desire to sleep with women from different ethnic backgrounds (hooks, 1992). The sexual 

desire for ethnic people allows white people to believe that they have transgressed the 

white supremacist legacy of their ancestors. However, as bell hooks explains, these 

exploitative way of consumption seeks out ethnic women with “primitive” fantasies that 

reinforce “imperialist nostalgia” (hooks, 1992). Imperialist nostalgia is defined as “a 
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process of yearning for what one has destroyed that is a form of mystification” (hooks, 

1992). 

The ideas of psychological oppression play into the overall disciplinary practice 

that police women. Simply put we have created a culture of man which is inherently 

sexist that women are expected to assimilate to, this culture perceives negative 

stereotypes about women which harm how others see women and women see themselves. 

Since these stereotypes view women as fragments of beings they are in turn reduced to 

sexual objects, or sexually objectified. Now we have a woman who is devalued externally 

and internally, and we tell them that you aren’t a true woman until you look and act like 

the unachievable standards that we’ve created. This is how we teach women to oppress 

themselves, this is how women are taught shame. 
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS 

Through Your Father’s Eyes 

 

Bitch Planet presents psychological oppression in many convincing ways. This 

graphic novel is successful because despite the fact that it is set in dystopian fiction, we 

can recognize the real world elements of the messages relayed in the stories. We can 

breakdown these ideas through the stories of Kamau, Penny, and Whitney. In the Bitch 

Planet universe, The Fathers personify how society actively restricts the agency of 

women. The women on Bitch Planet are under constant surveillance: screens, 

holographic images, and guards are used to control the women and monitor their 

movement. All of these methods of surveillance are operated under men, representing the 

male gaze. Non-compliant women are sent to a prison and isolated from the community.  

Bartky speaks on the alienation and exclusion that women can experience by choosing to 

go against the grain, in this universe, these women are labeled NC and face 

imprisonment.  These forms of oppression intersect and work together to form a system 

that dominates women. However, in order to breakdown evidence of this phenomenon in 

the text I will only show one category per character.  

In Penny’s story we witness stereotyping. Bitch Planet #3 opens with Penny 

standing in a room full of screens, on trial in front of the Fathers. The Fathers read a list 

of her past offenses which includes "assault", "aesthetic offenses", and "wanton obesity."  

Her hair, gender nonconforming style, race, and size are all up for debate. “What's wrong 

with you?”, the Fathers ask after delivering an onslaught of messages of inferiority. They 

go on to blame Penny for her situation calling her “angry”. By doing this, the Fathers are 
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reinforcing the stereotypes of Black women. Here, the Fathers link Penny to the Sapphire 

stereotype, which views Black women as “loud” and “angry”. (Collins, 1992) The 

Fathers attempt to make Penny one-dimensional. For if they reduce her to a caricature, 

then it is easier for the Fathers to exert authority over her.  

 

 

Figure 4: Penny stands before the Fathers. 

In Penny’s flashback sequence, a rude customer at her job references her “animal 

nature” commenting on her big ass and lips comparing them to a baboon. The customer 

in her flashback reduces Penny to a sexual object, dissecting her physical features in 

order to call attention to her Otherness (hooks, 1992) After criticizing her looks and size, 

the customer, a white man, goes on to dehumanizes Penny comparing her to a wild 

animal. “You ever fuck a skin? Wild.”, he comments to his friend (DeConnick & De 

Landro, 2015). The customer reduces Penny and her race to a commodity. Similar to how 

the boys at Yale openly discussed their sexual desire, the man stereotypes and dissects 
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Penny without her consent. The stereotype that black women are inherently sexual and 

the customer’s own entitlement enable him to speak on his sexual desires and “primitive 

fantasies” (hooks, 1992).  

In this case, we have multiple examples of what Bartky defines as fragmentation. 

Her appearance has become more important than the person who she is. Due to her larger 

size, she is not seen perceived as a woman. Bartky speaks on the stereotypes that affect 

black women: an animalistic lack of instinctual control, unfeminine, lustful, and 

hotblooded (Bartky, 1990, p. 35).  In stereotyping, the alternate self becomes more salient 

than the true. Penny is no longer “Penny” but the fragments and stereotypes that the 

Fathers perpetuate. Her “animalistic nature”, large features, and “anger” take the 

forefront. Bartky states that one of the harms of stereotypes is that it makes others unable 

to know the agent’s needs or respect their rights (Bartky, 1990, p. 35). The men that 

surround Penny do not approach her with respect because they do not see her worthy of 

it. Her size, skin, and attitude make her "unfeminine", therefore the Fathers do not 

recognize her needs as a person.  

Mother Seiberling, a blonde woman, tells Penny the importance of seeing herself 

“through her Father's eyes” (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). She urges Penny, the 

object of the stereotypes, to accept them as true and conform. Seiberling says Penny, like 

her hair, refuses to behave. “Isn’t it enough to know who I am?” Penny responds 

(DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). Penny remains unwilling to see herself the way 

through the lens of misogyny and objectification.  

Bartky claims that stereotypes can halt self-actualization, where the agent is 

unable to recognize their own needs outside of the stereotype. Fortunately throughout, 
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Penny’s life she has been able to maintain a sense of self. “I wish you could see me the 

way I see myself”, she tells the Fathers who look back in bewilderment.  When the 

Fathers hook Penny up to a mirror-like device in order to get a visual representation of 

her “ideal self”, Penny’s own reflection is shown. “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it”, she 

laughs. De Landro’s artwork positions Penny and her laugh in the center of the frame 

showing the men that surround her with faces of disgust, proving her defiance ability to 

laugh in the face of the patriarchy (Urcaregui 2018). 

 

 

Figure 5: Penny laughs when actualization machine reveals her reflection. 

Penny actively combats psychological oppression which tries to exercise 

dominion over her self-esteem. Her existence is a threat to the idealized standards of 

femininity that the Fathers, the patriarchy, have defined. She takes up space and refuses 
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to let anyone define what being a woman is. Her noncompliant body is her ideal body.  

Her laughter is a protest, or resistance, to the “treatment” the Fathers offer her. As Bartky 

stresses, when women “deny their femininity” (1990, p. 36), doing actions that are 

considered too independent or self-regarding, they are no longer considered a woman. As 

it states in the text, "We cannot be autonomous, as men are thought to be autonomous, 

without in some sense ceasing to be women” (Bartky, 1990, p. 36). When Penny stands 

up for herself and responds to negative comments, society deems this unwomanly.  

I’m On Your Side 

 

This rise and fall of Miss Whitney, former high ranking special operative turned 

prisoner, shows how even women who internalize in the patriarchal culture can still be 

victims of it. Whitney’s story provides examples of cultural domination and 

mystification. Cultural domination is the idea that all the items in general life of a people 

are biased against a particular group. Bartky explains that this phenomenon comes from a 

lack of cultural autonomy. Women because of their lack of a “native” culture, assume the 

culture of men which is misogynistic. This allows for mystification where the 

subordination of women appears natural or “the way that it has always been”. Whitney 

assumes and enforces the culture of the Fathers, she sees herself as an extension of their 

power. Her character is originally introduced when Kamau is imprisoned for the death of 

Marian.  

It is apparent that Whitney benefits from her position and uses this power to 

control and monitor the imprisoned women. Whitney is an example of mystification as 

she does not see a problem with the patriarchal structure of the Bitch Planet universe. As 
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a result of assuming the culture of the Fathers, as Bartky explains, Whitney might feel 

more kinship to them, despite the fact that they oppress her, rather than women of another 

culture (Bartky 37).  She delivers the messages of the Fathers like a soundboard. Whitney 

goes on to inform that what she mistakes for cruelty is the Father's love and preaches the 

tenets of society and the history of the protectorate (DeConnick & De Landro, 2015). 

Whitney shows that women can be oppressive. It is ironic that she uses herself and her 

success as an operative, where she oppresses women, as an example to show that the 

Council is not anti-women (DeConnick & De Landro, 201).  

 

In practice games following the formation of the prison league, Whitney serves as 

a judge unfairly giving an advantage to the guards who play against the prisoners. The 

Duemila game shows the power struggle between the women and guards, institutionally 

and literally. As they are women battling against a team of trained men, they are at a 

disadvantage and with a guard judge, the women are institutionally disempowered. In the 

frame in which Kamau petitions a foul, De Landro illustrates Whitney on a “throne”, 

looking down on the sweaty Kamau. This shows that “power” that comes with 

compliance. The positioning of a white thin cisgender woman as the enforcer of the rule 

of the Fathers is intentional.  

 
Figure 6 Kamau stands before Whitney petitioning a foul during trial game. 
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Women who submit to the ideals of the Fathers are seen as better than those who 

resist. This power is an illusion because it exists in an overall system that is misogynistic 

and racist.  However, when the daughter of an important man dies during the match, the 

Fathers, in need of a scapegoat, place the blame on Whitney. Whitney is imprisoned and 

interrogated, in a scene mirroring that of Kamau’s, questioning her mishandling of 

orchestrating the scrimmage that led to the prisoner’s death. Here is the fall of Whitney, 

from special operative to prisoner. Kamau and Whitney are no longer separated by steps 

or a “throne” but instead are cellmates. However, even after the fall from grace Whitney 

does not align herself with the agenda of the prisoners. Her privilege as a white woman 

allows her to still see herself on a different level from Kam, even when she volunteered 

to go to Bitch Planet. On Bitch Planet, Whitney was one of the only guards who did not 

wear a mask. The significance of her whiteness and womanhood are her first tools that 

she uses to assert control over the imprisoned women.   

 Whitney’s role as a head operative is replaced by another woman. This shows 

how easily replaceable women in the Bitch Planet universe are seen. After Whitney 

becomes of no use to the Fathers, she is cast aside. However, even in the orange non-

compliant prison uniform, she still maintains the power structure of the Fathers. She 

repeatedly misgenders Kam’s transgender sister, and calls for the guards when she 

realizes that Kam has the blueprint for the Outpost (DeConnick & De Landro, 2017) In 

Bitch Planet #10, Whitney tells a guard that she's “on your side” (DeConnick & De 

Landro, 2017) while trying to deescalate a situation before she’s thrown off of the second 

floor of the compound. 
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Figure 7Whtney is hurled off of the balcony by a guard. 

 

Psychological oppression shows how women are socialized to oppress 

themselves, cultural domination proves that women can oppress other women. Whitney 

actively contributes to a system that is created to hurt other women. As Bartky explains, 

Whitney has a kinship or allegiance to the state sponsored misogyny that the Fathers 

represent. The Fathers gave Whitney the illusion of power in a culture that would never  

fully accept her as a participant in it. She is complicit in patriarchal oppression even when 

her own personal freedom and safety is at risk. The irony is that she in turn falls victim to 

the same power structures she worked to upkeep.  
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Figure 8 Kam and Whitney stand judgement in from of a pink hologram. (Bitch Planet #1, Bitch Planet #7) 

De Landro’s art perfectly shows the parallels between the interrogations of 

Whitney and Kam, the holograms look down on them which coincide with the literal 

definition of oppression that Bartky provides: to exert force over. The pink holograms, 

representing the ideal female form, castigate Kam and Whitney for their “crimes” (see 

Figure 8). In this case, De Landro shows the change in power between Kam and Whitney. 

Whitney is now in the same position as Kam was. Despite the loyalty that Whitney has 

shown the Fathers, she still remains a victim of the patriarchal system. 

The Obligatory Shower Scene 

  

The shower is an important location in the Auxiliary Compliance Outpost, due to 

the limited amount of guards because of the steam, the women are able to speak and act 

freely. “The Obligatory Shower Scene” featuring Kamau Kam Kogo addresses sexual 

objectification and the male gaze. Bartky defines sexually objectification as when sexual 

parts or sexual functions are separated from a person's personality and they are reduced to 

“mere instruments for gratification”. Simply put, a woman is sexually objectified when 

their sexual parts are used to represent the whole. The women of Bitch Planet are 

constantly objectified and they are under constant surveillance but it is the culture they 
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are forced to operate within, the margins of the male gaze. Sexual objectification is 

harmful as it threatens autonomy and self-actualization. I will show how the shower 

scenes in Bitch Planet highlight Bartky’s view of sexual objectification.  

From the first issue, Kamau “Kam” Kogo presents herself as a force to be 

reckoned with. Her athletic prowess and strong sense of responsibility attracts the 

attention of the Fathers who want to use her to start a megaton league. The scene, dubbed 

“The Obligatory Shower Scene”, is a play on women in exploitation genres popularized 

in the 1970s which Deconnick and De Landro used as inspiration for the comic (Williams 

MiddleSpaces). This genre is known for its highly eroticized display of women behind 

bars, establishing men’s sexual fantasies. The scene begins with Kamau discreetly 

receiving a note telling her to meet in the showers in order to hear important information. 

It is there that she meets two women, Fanny and Renelle, who are in a type of sexual 

relationship. “Join us?” Fanny asks while kissing and caressing Renelle. She invites 

Kamau to pretend to engage with them in order to distract the attention of the guards.  

In the middle of their conversation, our attention is drawn to an eye shown 

watching from a hole in the wall, Tommy Peepers (see Figure 9). His eye takes up the 

center of a large panel, showing the power of the male gaze, actively objectifying the 

women.  Even in areas with no cameras and a limited amount of guards, men are still 

watching. Tommy Peepers objectifies the sexuality of the couple for his enjoyment.   
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Figure 9: Tommy Peepers eye is shown in the center of the panel. 

In sexual objectification Bartky explains that there are typically two persons: the 

person who is objectified and the one who does the objectifying (1990, p. 39). These can 

be the same person, Bartky notes. The constant surveillance that the women imprisoned 

are under train them to see themselves as objects. The women are learned to see 

themselves from the position of the male gaze, literally and figuratively. Renelle and 

Penelope are desensitized to seeing themselves as sexual objects. “This is a reason to live, 

Kam, it’s all we get”, Renelle says while explaining their arrangement with the peeping 

tom. In exchange for going unreported, the women agree to let Tommy Peepers watch 
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their sexual encounters. Mystification obscures reality such that the women believe that 

the situations that they are in are unalterable. Bartky shows that sexual objectification is a 

display of dominance, looking without regard for how the women feel (1990).  

Despite the fact that the women “allow” Tommy Peepers to watch, this does not 

change the power dynamics that exist beyond the shower. Peeper is a guard, which allows 

him to observe from a privileged position. Jennifer DeRoss explores this deeper in her 

article “Countering the Gaze: The Liberatory Potential of Bitch Planet’s Exploitation 

Aesthetic”. In reality, the women have no control over how Peeper perceives them or his 

behavior behind the wall (DeRoss, 2018). His eyes on them limit their agency, and the 

women are forced to see themselves as sexual objects.  

 Later on that day following a Duemila trial match, Kamau and the other team 

members head to the showers. Kamau returns to the back of the showers and begins to 

masturbate, attempting to get the attention of Tommy Peepers in order to blackmail him.  

As she performatively masturbates in order to coax the pervert out, square panels appear 

over the image of her body highlighting different parts of her body. Attention is brought 

to Kam’s toned body, her nipples, lips, and butt are put on display (Figure 10). With these 

panels, the readers are viewing Kam from the perspective of the male gaze. Once Peepers 

eye appears in the wall, Kam jumps up and pulls the shower head out from the wall. In an 

incredible display of strength, she breaks the tile and revealing Guard Rick “Tommy 

Peepers” Weldon with his penis out.  Kam strikes the man placing him in a chokehold. 

“You have three freckles on your dick”, she says. “That means I own you” (DeConnick 

& De Landro, 2015).  
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Figure 10 Kamau masturbates to get Tommy Peepers attention. 

Kam uses the male gaze for her advantage, she reverses his exploitation by 

threatening to rat him out. This is powerful as Kam takes the power back in a situation 

where she wasn’t in control. The leverage that she has over Weldon, makes them equal. 

Rather than inmate and guard, Weldon and Kam are now “partners” searching for her 

sister. Kamau was objectified against her will, without any consideration for her needs as 

a person. She was fragmented by the guard, parts of her body were dissected for his 

consumption. In Figure 10, we see the dissected parts of Kamau, her eyes and 

distinguishing features are largely ignored. This exemplifies the depersonalizing nature of 

objectification (Bartky, 1990, p. 41). As a black female prisoner, Kam is operating from a 

place of extreme vulnerability. Despite the fact that she is physically and mentally strong, 
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the power dynamics that exists outside of her work to oppress her and limit her agency. 

This lack of power can leave women prone to sexual exploitation. The view of black 

women as inherently sexual beings shapes the way Tommy Peepers views Kam. Her dark 

skin and toned body are observed by Peepers, dissecting in an extremely impersonal way. 

Her eyes and face aren’t seen. In the eyes of  Tommy Peepers, she is simply a black 

body. He never fully glances at her face. Her lips, breasts, and butt are placed in single 

frames, all exploited by Peepers. These features are often hypersexualized in black 

women (Collins, 1992). By addressing the man behind the wall, Kam halted his 

consumption, while reclaiming  her space and personhood.   
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion 

I have demonstrated how the women of Bitch Planet are psychologically 

oppressed. Bartky defines psychological oppression is a weighing down of the mind. It 

contributes to the systematic oppression of its victims by causing them to become their 

own oppressors. Stereotyping, cultural domination, and sexual objectification all work 

together in order to limit the agency of women. In the interest of clarity, I focused on one 

woman for each mode of oppression, however these forms are interrelated. 

 Penny’s story is used to explain stereotyping. In stereotyping, false fragments of  

persons are made more salient than the true self. This is harmful as it makes it difficult 

for the agent and society to recognize their needs, and it can ultimately cause an 

internalization of the stereotypes. When Penny stands before the Fathers, parts of who 

she is are on trial.  These fragments and racialized stereotypes are used to define her and 

force Penny to assimilate.  

 Whitney sheds light on cultural domination and mystification. As a guard, it is 

Whitney’s job to uphold the will of the Fathers. Cultural domination is when the 

devalued view of the oppressed group seeps into all areas of the dominant culture. 

Whitney’s allegiance to the Fathers’ shows her acceptance of the state ordered misogyny. 

This leads to mystification, where oppressed groups view oppression as “the way things 

are” (Bartky, 1990). However, despite Whitney’s kinship to the Fathers, she still becomes 

victim to a system that was never made to fully accept her.  

 Kamau’s story provides insight on the complexity of sexual objectification. 

Sexual objectification occurs when sexual parts are separated from a person and used to 

represent the whole.  In the shower scenes, Kamau is sexually objectified by the guard. 
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Aspects of her body are fragmented while the guard takes advantage of  Kam while she is 

in a vulnerable position.  In a powerful moment, Kam takes control of the situation and 

reclaims her personhood.  

 The modes of psychological oppression provide insight alongside the systematic 

oppression that goes unseen. The women of Bitch Planet show the power of solidarity 

and resistance.  The lasting message that Bitch Plant provides is that there is power in 

noncompliance. Penny and Kamau continue to take control in situations that they are 

otherwise powerless in.  Despite the structures of oppression that exist around them, the 

resilience of the main characters provides readers with hope.   
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